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In the name of ALLAH, The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful

TMF Initiative
Tameer-e-Millat Foundation (TMF) was established
as an NGO in 1987 with a vision of promoting
education in Pakistan. TMF is committed to
providing education through establishing
community primary schools, model schools,
vocational training centers, technical institutes,
literacy centers, teachers' training institutes,
culminating into premier higher educational
institutions with the objective to develop the human
resource in and from the marginalized communities
of the country.

Mission Statement
Tameer-e-Millat Foundation aims
to provide quality education to
every individual, in all academic
and professional disciplines,
without discrimination of gender,
race, religion, socio-economic
status or ethnicity.

Currently, TMF is running over 237 educational
institutions, educating 17,451 students and serving
700 communities in 22 districts of the country.

"I can say with unwavering
conviction that investing in
education is the only
panacea that can help
Pakistan come out of acute
and chronic array of problems
faced by the nation."

Dr. Zaheer Ahmad
Founder,
Tameer-e-Millat Foundation
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Message

MOVING FORWARD
CONTINUING OUR PROGRESS
Our accomplishments in 2013 have been considerable. We look forward to
moving the "Educate Pakistan" agenda forward in 2014 as we embark on a
series of integrated initiatives that will do more to meet the needs of the
underprivileged in gaining access to quality education.
We recognize that the current economic climate is hard on us all. The
economic slowdown has proven challenging and threatens to frustrate our
efforts to move forward rapidly. However, during this time of economic
challenge, the need for committed partnership and cooperation is even
greater. Although we know that continued economic challenges lie ahead
in 2014, we can and will make a difference together, when everyone plays
a role. 2014 will inshallah see us further strengthening our work as a
community of communities, and bringing together all local and
international partners in a shared commitment to realize the vision of
Tameer-e-Millat Foundation. We believe that accessible education will
empower the underprivileged sections of the society in addressing
generational poverty. By extending the base of primary, secondary, higher
education, vocational and professional learning, we can empower our
people to realize their full potential.
This year, we expanded our network and reached more children and
beneficiaries than ever before. For example, in collaboration with The Maria
Helena Foundation we began the construction of a new primary school in
the divested community of Dandka, Mandi Bahaudin. Similarly, sponsors
helped us in building another school in Landi, Karachi. These two schools
together will house 700 students. Also, we partnered with local and
international organizations like Punjab Skills Development Fund and
UKAID in an initiative that focuses on youths, imparting them with much
needed technical skills and increasing their chances of employment. And
with the help of ECHO and Hilfswerk Austria we successfully carried out
the WASH project in Umerkot, Sindh and Dera Ismail Khan, KPK
benefitting 43,000 people.
When we say we are "Moving Forward," it expresses our optimism about
the future of TMF. Through strong leadership, greater financial stability,
positive community relations and innovative planning, we're confident that
we are well on our way to realizing our goal of 100% literacy rate in
Pakistan.
On behalf of TMF, I wish to convey my best wishes and sincere gratitude to
Mirza Habibullah who retired after rendering 25 years of commitment and
dedication to our cause. We wish him well in his future endeavors.
In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge the continued confidence and
encouragement of our donors; the trust and loyalty of our partner
organizations; and the commitment and professionalism of our
management and staff.

Message
In Pakistan, whilst 7 million primary age children and
about 20 million youth (of age 10-24 years) remain unable
to read or write at all, the work of Tameer-e-Millat
Foundation remains extremely important.
For past 26 years, TMF has played a crucial role in using
literacy to promote positive and practical change
amongst the poorly served, disadvantaged in Pakistan.
Our vision has been, and remains, to inspire a future
where all children can pursue quality education, reach
their full potential and contribute to their community, and
to the world at large, in a meaningful way. It is a great
challenge but also the greatest hope for a better future for
every individual, every family and every community.
Every day, we are working to empower youth, nurture
innate talents and develop their skills. We are very proud
of the progress we have made. But all of us are keenly
aware of the major gaps that still exist in our country.
There is the gap in access to basic education, especially
in rural and tribal areas. Whether because of a lack of
trained teachers, inadequate infrastructure, absence of
transport facilities or cultural obstacles, addressing this
gap is a key long-term goal for us.
Then, there is the huge gap in gender equality affecting
girls and women, the mothers of today and tomorrow.
They are, or will be, the first and most influential teachers
of their children. There is no doubt that investing in girls'
education can have ripple effects within the family and
across generations and is one of the most effective ways
to reduce poverty. Moreover, overall literacy improves as
statistics reveal that an educated mother is five times
more likely to send her children to school. TMF
encourages female enrolment and is doing its best to
alleviate gender disparity. As a mother myself, this is an
issue which I am exceptionally passionate about. Much
hard work lies before us, and these are early steps, but
they are promising steps.
Today, personally, I feel very privileged to carry forward
the vision set out by my father, Dr. Zaheer Ahmad. I am
confident that we are on the right track and I am truly
humbled to lead the incredibly dedicated and committed
team of TMF.
I extend my thanks to all who have been a part of a vision
that is working towards catalyzing socio-economic
changes in Pakistan via education. I look forward to an
exciting journey of change, and of promise for future
generations.

May Allah accept our efforts in this humanitarian journey. Ameen.
Dr. Samea K. Ahmad
F. M. Rashid

www.educatepakistan.com
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Shifa Tameer-e-Millat University (STMU)
February: Inauguration of Doctor Physical Therapy (DPT)Program.
Two semesters have been conducted so far.
June: Dr. Kamran Jahangir appointed as new Vice Chancellor.

2013 HIGHLIGHTS

July: STMU Fund Raising Dinner held.
September: Master of Business Administration (MBA) in Health
Sciences Management Program launched.
October: Dr. Mohammad Amin, Member, Board of Sponsors, STMU,
and Dean, Shifa College of Medicine passed away.
November: Associate Degree in Medical Technology in BSc Medical
Technology introduced.
December: First convocation of STMU held. President of Pakistan,
Mr. Mamnoon Hussain graced the occasion as chief guest. Dr. Zaheer
Gold Medal and Dr. Amin Medal were awarded.

www.stmu.edu.pk

(1935 - 2013)

TMF Celebrates Silver Jubilee
TMF celebrated its 25th anniversary by
holding its Annual Fundraising Dinner under
theme "TMF-25 years: Committed to
Excellence in Education." TMF held the
celebration to thank partners and donors
alike for 25 years of successful partnership
and for their unwavering support to TMF's
cause through the years. The event was
held at the Aiwan-e-Quaid Complex in
Islamabad.

stressed that we must encourage curiosity
and incorporate the art of creative thinking
into our traditional education system to
promote innovation.
Inspirational speeches from Chairman
Gallop Pakistan, Ijaz Shafi Gillani, General
(Rtd) Waheed ud-din Arshad and Syed
Ilyas Ahmed motivated the audience.
Students from various TMF schools
performed educational and cultural
entertainment. Renowned poet, Anwar
Masood, amused everyone with his comic
recitation.

That evening, as a highlight of TMF's Silver
Jubilee, the foundation reaffirmed its
commitment to providing quality education
to every child in Pakistan. Rich tributes were
In her closing remarks, Vice Chairperson
paid to TMF founder, Dr. Zaheer Ahmad.
TMF, Dr. Samea Ahmad, appealed to all to
support the Foundation. Souvenirs were
Speaking as the chief guest, Federal
Minister for Planning and Development, Prof. presented to key contributors of TMF and
Ahsan Iqbal urged that the only way we can “Outstanding Service Awards” were
handed out to deserving TMF team
keep up with the latest innovations is if we
adopt the traditions of our past scholars. He members.

TMF Students Shine in Board Exams

Sarfraz Sharif

Muzaffar Wana

Saqib Ali

8th grade Tameerian
students from
TM School of Excellence
secure all three
top positions in
Tehsil Fateh Jang

Earlier this year, 5th, 8th and 10th (Matric) Board
Examinations for the 2012-13 academic year were held.
We are proud to say that our Tameerian students
performed better than last year. Congratulations to all the
students, teachers and staff!

5th

8th

10th

No. of Schools

11

13

22

Students Appeared

321

259

382

Students Passed

313

255

334

Percentage

97%

98%

87%

Rida Fatima

Sundas Faizan

2nd & 3rd position
holders in Tehsil
Pind Dadan Khan
5th grade Board
Examination
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Maria Helena TM Model
School, Dandka, Punjab

PPL-TM Primary School
Naushki, Baluchistan

TMF is excited to announce the construction on an eagerly anticipated
new primary school building in the village of Dandka, Tehsil Phalia,
District Mandi Bahaudin. The new facility will serve students in
kindergarten through fifth grade. The project is being funded by The
Maria Helena Foundation. The 1.25 acres of land for the new school
was graciously donated by Dr. Muhammad Khan Tarar.

TM Model School Naushki, Baluchistan, co-sponsored
by Pakistan Petroleum Ltd. (PPL), began its second
academic session. Currently, 85 students are enrolled.
Students participated in a debate competition organized
by Association for Academic Quality (AFAQ). Zubair
Ahmed and M. Hamza of grade 5 secured 1st place in
Urdu and Bravi debates respectively, while M. Rashid
came 2nd in English debate.

TM Model School, Wahalizer
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad (Founder, TMF) honored
On November 16, TM Model School, Wahalizer, Chakwal, held its
Annual Day function. Members of TMF Board attended the event.
Regional Coordinator Jhelum, Mirza Habibullah welcomed the
guests and students presented several programs. Chairman TMF,
reminded participants about the spirit of TMF. Vice Chairperson,
Dr. Samea K. Ahmad emphasized the importance of higher
education. Awards were distributed to meritorious students. The
event was proceeded by the inauguration of the Science and
Computer Lab which was named in honor of Dr. Zaheer Ahmad.

Welcome New
General Secretary
In December 2012, General Secretary TMF
Mirza Habibullah said good bye after his
more than quarter of a century long selfless
and devoted services. We wish him all the
best. Prof. Basharat Ahmed, a renowned
educationist, an authority on Pubic School
System with 40 years experience in
academia, has joined TMF as General
Secretary. We wish to welcome him.

WASH Project Completed

TMF School, Islamabad

Humanitarian assistance for natural disaster
and conflict victims in Pakistan

Scholarship Distribution Ceremony

The successful completion of the Water,
Sanitation, Health & Hygiene (WASH) project
in Umerkot, Sindh and Dera Ismail Khan,
KPK in collaboration with Hilfswerk Austria
and ECHO, has resulted in benefitting an
accumulated 43,001 beneficiaries. A total of
6,944 households (HHs) have been
facilitated through the installation of 352 new hand pumps or
rehabilitation of existing hand pumps. The 770 sanitation facilities
installed now provide toilet accessibility to 3,260+ HHs. Health and
hygiene awareness sessions were provided to 5,000 HHs
complimented with distribution of hygiene kits and water transport
and storage containers. To make the water sources sustainable, 462
persons were trained and tool kits were supplied to community
representatives. Separate hygiene sessions for school students and
multipliers were organized to ensure participation of maximum
stakeholders of the community. 533 persons participated in
drainage de-silting and village clean-up campaigns.

TMF awarded financial merit scholarships to students of
Tameer-e-Millat Foundation School (TMFS), Islamabad at a
function on the G-10 campus on November 1. Chief guest,
Vice Chairperson TMF, Dr. Samea K. Ahmad presented the
awards to the candidates who secured more than 90% result
in the final examination of 2012-13. Afterwards, Dr. Samea
addressed the students and parents. She highlighted the
importance of quality education and emphasized on the
importance of hard work; she also appreciated and
congratulated the students for achieving outstanding results
and making their parents and teachers proud.

TM Model School (Novatex Campus)
Construction of a new school building has begun in Zafar Town, Landhi, a large industrial
town in the eastern part of Karachi, Sindh. The new 21 room facility, which will house 350
students from kindergarten to 5th grade, is expected to be completed by early 2014.

Zafar Town, Landhi, Sindh

www.educatepakistan.com
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TM City of Education (TMCE)
Eighth grade Tameerians of TMSE score
top positions at Tehsil Fateh Jang

Global Hand-washing Day

This year, our students from the
Tameer-e-Millat School of
Excellence (TMSEB) secured all
three top positions in Fateh Jang
at the Tehsil level. On September
29, a ceremony was organized
at the Tehsil Municipal Hall Fateh
Jang, in which certificates were
awarded to these students. The
Provincial Minister for Energy, Mines and Minerals, Chaudhary Sher
Ali, honored the Ceremony as Chief Guest.
Member of the Provincial Assembly (MPA),
Muhammad Shavaiz Khan, and former
MPA Asif Ali Malik, also attended the
ceremony. After the certificate awarding
ceremony, MPA Muhammad Shavaiz
Khan, visited the Tameer-e-Millat City of
Education and paid rich tribute to the
founder Dr. Zaheer Ahmad (Late) for his
significant contribution in the field of health
and education. Principal TMSEB, Abdul
Qayyum, gave him a tour of the TMCE
campus. MPA Shaviaz Khan was
motivated to continue the momentum of promoting education and
assured to facilitate the administration of TMF by all means. He
extended his full support and commitment for the expansion and
repair of the link road leading to TMCE.

Annual Sports Day
Annual Sports Day was held at TMCE
on December 16. Among those present
were Chief Guest Muhammad Shavaiz
Khan, Member of Provincial Assembly
(MPA), Members of the TMF Board of
Governors! Chancellor and Vice
Chancellor, Shifa Tameer-e-Millat
University, local social leaders, Mr. Ishtiaq Khan and Mr. Asim Khan.
Certificates were distributed to all students who participated in the
Athletics events.

On October 12,
students from
Tameer-e-Millat
School, Fateh
Jang attended a
hygiene
awareness event
organized by our
sister
organization, Shifa International Hospitals Ltd., to celebrate
Global Hand-washing Day. The 2013 theme was "The power
is in your hands" because everyone has the power to create
healthier communities through the habit of hand-washing
with soap which is the most effective & inexpensive way to
prevent diseases. Shifa adopted folk media to convey the
message. Students thoroughly enjoyed the puppetry shows
and video presentations.

Track and Field
Sports and games are an essential
feature of human activity, and their
objective is not merely fun, they
also instill the spirit of discipline
and team-work. On November 23,
a cross-country event was
organized at TMCE. This exciting
event was the first of its kind to be arranged. The track
encircled the scenic landscape of the 300 acre campus. All
the students of TMSE eagerly participated in this race. The
students of 6-10th grades covered 3
km of track while the senior section
(11-12th grades) covered 4 km of
racing track. M Shoaib beat all the
contestants of 6-8th grade to win first
place. Shoaib Rana won from 9-10th
grade and Imdad Ullah won from
senior section. The man who
facilitated the initiative of TM school in Ratwal, Haji Mukhtar
Khan, a local social leader, honored the event as chief guest
and distributed the prizes amongst the winners.

Skills Development and Training
TMF is partnering with Punjab Skill Development Fund (PSDF)
in an effort to remove poverty & dearth by providing skills
development training. The project is being funded by United
Kingdom Agency for International Development (UKAID)
through PSDF. The skills acquired will help raise the living
standards by providing employment & business opportunities
to the youth affected by inflation, injustice and inequality.
TMF will provide six months free-of-cost training to 150
students at Tameer-e-Millat Institute of Technology (TMIT)
located in TMCE in three different training courses: General
Electrician, Repair & Maintenance of Electrical Home

Appliances and
Quantity Surveyor.
The trainees will
have an
opportunity to
learn and improve their technical skills as per industrial
requirements through practical hands-on training in well-equipped
labs via workshops, personalized assistance, industrial visits and
on-job learning from qualified trainers. TMF will also collaborate
with various employers for job placement as well as assistance in
establishing their own businesses.

Annual Report 2013
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6 Model Schools

Tameer-e-Millat Network of Schools

Shifa Tameer-e-Millat University

6 Model Schools

1 School Health System

9
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Tameer-e-Millat Community Primary Schools
Offering Hope to the Most Vulnerable
TMF's Non-Formal Primary Education program provides free
primary education to poor, rural, disadvantaged children and
drop-outs who cannot access formal schooling.
As per UNICEF’s latest reports, approximately 7 million school
aged children, mostly girls are out of school in Pakistan.
With the help of the Federal Government and local communities,
TMF is managing 180 community primary schools in Islamabad,
Punjab and Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa, enrolling 5408 children,
59% of whom are girls.

TMF - NFBE Schools Pind Dadan Khan

No. of
Schools

School/Location

Year of
Opening

These “home-schools” are based on a “one-teacher-one-school”
principle. The children are provided free education and books.

Boys

1996

46

631

No. of Teachers

No. of Students
Girls

Total

Male

Female

Total

1110

1741

-

46

46

NFBE Schools Khushab

1996

24

450

696

1146

-

24

24

NEF BECS Project Isb

1998

28

338

427

765

3

25

28

TMF - HDF Community School Mardan

1999

82

705

1051

1756

39

49

88

180

2124

3284

5408

42

144

186

Total

Student Body Ratio
Girls 59%

Boys 41%

* HDF (Human Development Foundation), NFBE (Non-formal Basic Education Program), NEF (National Education Foundation)

Tameer-e-Millat Model School / College Network
An investment in our children is
an investment in our future
Secondary education extends and consolidates the basic skills
learned in primary school. It is the channel through which young
people acquire knowledge and skills that improve opportunities for
good jobs and open the doors of infinite possibilities.
In Pakistan, secondary education consists of middle school
(grades 6-8), high school (grades 9-10) and higher
secondary/intermediate (grades 11-12).
Sadly, with less than 25 percent of children in Pakistan gaining
access to secondary education, there is a dire need to set up an
education system to encourage underprivileged communities to
send their children to school. However, achieving this objective is a
huge challenge, especially in rural areas, where educational
infrastructures and the availability of quality human resources for
teaching are inadequate.
TMF, for last two and a half decades, is striving to develop and
empower the children of rural belts, particularly girls, by imparting
quality education to them through a network of 56 Model Schools
and 6 Higher Secondary Schools in all five provinces of Pakistan.

Students Graduated
Since 1987
FSc (784)

Adult Literacy and
Skill Trained
Graduated Since 1987

BA/BSc (38)

Matric (5,000)

Primary
17,000
Middle (4,000)

Skilled Persons

Adult Literate

5,250

5,000
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Computer Training Centers
Most developing countries, including Pakistan, suffer from a lack of
access to basic communication and information infrastructure. To
construct a strong foundation for an IT empowered society and to help
them compete in a technology-driven workforce, it is important to impart
computer literacy at the school level. With that in mind, TMF aims to
establish computer labs in every Model School.
TMF has built four Computer Training Centers delivering sound and
qualitative computer literacy education to the youths in the following
target communities: Attock(1), Skardu(1) and Jhelum(2).

Skilled Manpower Development
Building Bridges Between
Academia & Industry
Technical and vocational education and training has emerged as
one of the most effective human resource development strategies
that developing countries need to embrace in order to train and
modernize their technical workforce for rapid industrialization and
national development.
Vocational training centers (VTC) train students in employable
skills, ensure sustainable economic development and help
improve human resource development and alleviate poverty.
Currently, TMF is operating eight VTCs in four districts. They offer
various short courses, like tailoring and embroidery and is part of
TMF’s women empowerment initiative.
TM Institute of Technology in Khewra (Jehlum) and TM Institute of
Technology in TMCE (Attock) offer various short 1 year courses
{in Civil Engineering} and 3-year Associate Engineering diplomas
by Board of Technical Education Punjab {in Electricial,
Electronics, Telecommunications and Dress Design & Making
(DDM)}. These short courses impart valuable skills development
to the youth and increase their professional potential.

School Management Information System
No one can deny the significance of an online Information Management System as it allows organizations to manage their data and
perform their daily activities more effectively which in turn increases their efficiency many fold. Since its establishment in 1987 up until
2013, TMF was carrying out all of its activities manually. However, TMF has now started developing its online School Information
Management System (SIMS). SIMS will not only facilitate TMF in strengthening the monitoring and evaluation of its schools but also
allow it to update partners/ donors/ sponsors about its performance and progress more frequently.

www.educatepakistan.com

Number of Teachers

Number of Students

1

10

Year
Started

Boys

Girls

Total

Female

1996

214

187

400

16

-

16

108

3

7

10

Male

Total

2

2002

108

-

3

2006

211

-

211

1

10

11

4

2006

160

-

160

-

14

14

5

1987

90

-

90

-

6

6

6

1987

169

269

438

24

-

24

7

2010

55

-

55

-

5

5

1993

125

-

125

-

6

6

2008

216

245

461

23

-

23

127

99

226

11

1

12

152

234

386

19

-

19

2011

36

34

70

5

15

2010

13

19

32

2

1

3

16

1995

172

172

2

5

7

17

1995

-

142

142

8

-

8

18

2000

357

266

694

42

-

42

2008

118

84

202

9

-

9

2009

50

99

149

9

-

9

1994

153

143

296

13

1

14

22

2007

128

105

233

13

1

14

23

2007

97

91

188

13

-

13

24

1997

159

164

323

11

-

11

25

1992

93

122

215

13

1

14

26

1993

342

564

906

28

11

39

27

1996

439

184

627

17

11

28

8
9

Maria Helena School for Girls

10

1992

11

2007

12

1993

13

2011

14

Lieba Helena Primary
School

19

Primary

20
21

Model

5
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Number of Teachers

Number of Students
Year
Started

Boys

Girls

Total

Female

Male

Total

28

1998

55

29

84

10

-

10

29

1997

42

43

85

4

-

4

30

1997

139

94

233

14

-

14

Jinnah Town, Skardu

1993

155

77

232

5

10

15

32

Olding Skardu, Skardu

1998

30

20

50

2

-

2

33

Shiger Khas, Skardu

1998

135

90

225

9

3

12

34

Hurchus, Skardu

1998

123

21

144

4

3

7

35

Alchori, Skardu

1998

80

50

130

6

-

6

36

Doghoni, Gangche

1998

90

36

126

2

5

7

37

Bara Payaeen, Gangche

1998

80

40

120

-

5

5

38

Dawoo, Gangche

1998

28

22

50

5

-

5

Talis, Gangche

1998

50

30

84

2

2

4

3

3

31

39

Maria Helena School

40

Kharfaq, Skardu

1998

20

15

35

-

41

Hasanabad Chorbat,
Gangche

1998

59

30

89

4

3

7

42

Imphery, Gilgit

2002

119

94

213

11

-

11

43

Churkah, Skardu

2004

35

15

50

4

-

4

2003

261

469

208

25

4

29

1

30

-

24

/ Baluchistan
44
45

2003

226

275

501

29

46

2003

180

187

367

24

47

2004

53

46

99

5

-

5

48

2005

63

56

119

2

1

3

49

2007

32

39

71

2

1

3

50

2006

79

67

146

5

-

5

51

1996

105

82

187

2

7

9

2012

46

39

85

-

6

6

608

407

1015

31

21

52

320

66

386

3

6

9

Naushki

52

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) / Tribal Areas
53

Hazara TM Model School
for Girls

2005

54

Hazara TM Model School
for Boys

2005

55

Hazara TM College
for Girls

2008

56

Hazara TM College
for Boys

2008

57

2009

www.educatepakistan.com
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Making a Difference Together
Tameer-e-Millat Foundation is honored to work with and partner with these leading institutions on promoting
education. The Educate Pakistan goal is ambitious and the challenges down the road of eradicating illiteracy are
great. But with the commitment and dedication of our supporters, the collaborative efforts can continue to make
major strides in ending the vicious cycle of poverty and transforming the lives of Pakistan's most vulnerable youth.

Sister Organizations

Shifa International
Hospitals Ltd.

Shifa Foundation

Shifa Tameer-e-Millat
University

Global Partners

Human Development
Foundation, USA

The
Maria-Helena
Foundation
Vancouver, Canada

Society for
International
HELP
New York, USA

Local Partners
Anjuman
Nur-e-Islam
Pakistan

Pakistan Petroleum Ltd.

Punjab Education
Foundation, Pakistan

Munir
Arshad
Memorial
Trust

FFC

TKAFRF

FAUJI FERTILIZER COMPANY LIMITED

Talat/Kashif AAJ
Flood Relief Fund

Multan, Pakistan

Society for
Human
Empowerment
& Rural
Development
Begum Akhtar Rukhsana
Memorial Trust

Marafie Foundation,
Pakistan

Pakistan

National Education
Foundation, Pakistan

Bhandara
Foundation &
Princess Gerarda
De Orleans Borbon
of Spain, SPAIN
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AUDITORS' REPORT TO THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS
We have audited the annexed balance sheet of TAMEER-E-MILLAT FOUNDATION ("the
Foundation”) as at 30 June 2013 and the related income and expenditure account, cash flow
statement and statement of changes in funds and reserves together with the notes forming
part thereof (here-in-after referred to as the financial statements for the year then ended).
It is the responsibility of the Foundation’s management to establish and maintain a system of
internal control, and prepare and present the financial statements in conformity with the
approved accounting standards as applicable in Pakistan. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the auditing standard as applicable in Pakistan.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting policies used and significant
estimates made by the management, as well as, evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial statements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion the financial statements present fairly in all material respects the financial
position of the TAMEER-E-MILLAT FOUNDATION as at 30 June 2013 and of its surplus, its cash
flows and changes in funds and reserves for the year then ended in accordance with the
approved accounting standards as applicable in Pakistan.

RIAZ AHMAD AND COMPANY
Chartered Accountants
Name of engagement partner: Atif Bin Arshad
Date: 28 January, 2014
Islamabad

www.educatepakistan.com

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2013

2013
Rupees

2012
Rupees

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property and equipment
Intangible asset
Long term investments

534,661,853
146,570
784,587

528,283,778
742,944

535,593,010

529,026,722

2,575,598
38,413
250,225
370,477,991
17,116,541

5,812,561
38,413
8,957,705
407,703
254,111,340
13,693,571

390,458,768

283,021,293

926,051,778

812,048,015

655,323,484
117,452,962

642,800,066
13,962,715

772,776,446

656,762,781

12,370,238

12,440,151

5,914,191
134,990,903

7,581,551
172,629
135,090,903

140,905,094

142,845,083

153,275,332

155,285,234

-

-

926,051,778

812,048,015

CURRENT ASSETS
Advances
Short term deposits
Advance income tax
Other receivables
Short term investments
Cash and bank balances

TOTAL ASSETS
FUND AND RESERVES
General fund
Fair value reserve
LIABILITIES
NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Deferred income
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accrued and other liabilities
Due to related party
Short term borrowings

TOTAL LIABILITIES
CONTINGENCIES AND COMMITMENTS
TOTAL FUND, RESERVES AND LIABILITIES
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How you can help
All that Tameer-e-Millat Foundation has achieved was only possible through your valuable donations.
Please support our program so that we can continue to Educate Pakistan.

Check here if you wish to sponsor a girl

Books & Educational Material

5,000

D o n a t e o n l i n e a t w w w. e d u c a t e p a k i s t a n . c o m

Tel: 1-800-917-7880, 718-937-4884
Fax: 718-392-2112, Email: sihhelp@yahoo.com
(Tax deductible donations under the Federal Tax ID 36-386-0838)

Tel:
(Tax approved donations under tax #
CIT (C) /J-Br./App-58/538 dated: 26/07/07)

Tel:

Tel: 0581-545-7078

Tel: 021-3276-1144

@ Tameer-e-Millat-Foundation

Tel:

@ tameeremillat

